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Son of
murdered
woman held in
Belgium: Page 4

Jailed separatists, F
women in numbers
and far-right bloc
colour Spain’s
rainbow chamber

our jailed Catalan separatists, 24 far-right
lawmakers, a record number of women and
the biggest Socialist group in years yesterday inaugurated a parliament that reflects
Spain’s divisions and diversity like no other in recent memory. Acting prime minister Pedro Sanchez’s Socialists boosted their representation in the
April 28 election but have yet to put together a
working majority in the fragmented chamber, and
say it may not happen until July.
The parliament of many firsts vividly illustrates
the demise of the decades-old domination of politics
by the Socialists to the left and the conservative
People’s Party to the right.
The 24 Vox lawmakers are the first far-right bloc to
sit in parliament since Francisco Franco’s dictatorship ended in the late 1970s, although one single
far-right legislator sat from 1979-1982.
Newcomer Vox gained 10% of the vote last month
and counts among its legislators two retired generals
who have signed a manifesto honouring Franco’s
memory.

Jamie Oliver’s UK restaurants fall
victim to high street woes: Inside
Downton Abbey...the film
London.—Downton Abbey fans got a
glimpse yesterday of the television period
drama’s upcoming movie adaptation, with
a new trailer showing the central Crawley
family preparing for a royal visit to their
sprawling countryside home.
Little has been revealed about the movie,
which is set in 1927 and continues the

story about a British household in the early
20th century.
“The king and queen are coming to
Downton,” a surprised Robert Crawley,
played by actor Hugh Bonneville, says in
the trailer which shows the family and
their household staff, also key characters,
preparing for the visit.

